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1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [4], we generalized Gorenstein’s Signalize-r Functor 
Theorem [5] [6] [S] as follows: 
THEOREM. Suppose A is an Abelian p-subgroup of the finite group G 
for some prk~e p, m(A) > 4, and 0 is a solvable A-signalizer functor on G. 
Then 0 is complete. 
In this paper, we assume complete familiarity with the notation. 
terminology, and definitions of [4] and consequently we shall not reintroduce 
these here. Moreover, we shall quote freely from Sections l-4 of [4], referring 
to result (a.b) of [4] as result (S.a.b.). 
Our object is to improve the above-stated result in the casep = 2, obtaining: 
MAIX THEOREM. Suppose A is an Abelian 2-subgroup of the finite group 6, 
m(A) 3 3, and 8 is a solvable A-signal&w functor on G. Then B is complete. 
As mentioned in [4], the hypothesis that 0 is solvable is redundant for p = 2 
by the Feit-Thompson theorem [2]. 
The method of proof here differs significantly from [4]. It is instead quite 
similar to Gorenstein’s original approach [5]. We begin, as in [4], by using 
induction on ; G / to conclude that 0 is locally complete. The transitivity 
theorem (S.3.1) yields the set of Sqlow p-subgroups of the group 0(G) to be 
constructed. The job is then to produce a set of pairwise permutable elements 
of &*(A; p). Following [5], we refer to elements of M,*(;4; p) as S,(A) sub- 
groups, and more generally for any set of primes CJ we say that H is an S,(A) 
subgroup if HE &(A; u) and H contains an S,(A) subgroup for every 
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prime p E (T. Continuing with the terminology of [.5], we introduce the prop- 
ositions : 
E,,(A): G has an S,(A) subgroup, 
C,(A): G satisfies E,,(A) and any two S,(A) subgroups are conjugate by 
an element of B(C(A)). 
We finally show that G satisfies E,,(A), from which the main theorem 
follows easily. 
The argument uses in an apparently critical way the fact that the 
Glauberman Z(J) theorem holds in solvable groups of odd order. This is 
probably the most important use of the hypothesis that A is a 2-group, 
although we also use other properties of groups of odd order as well as special 
properties of involutions. 
Hopefully, the following remarks will help keep the reader from becoming 
bogged down in a maze of technical detail. 
In Section 4 we use the Z(J)-theorem to construct, for every S,(A) subgroup 
P, a “covering subgroup” L(P) such that, if P _C XE &(A), then X = 
O,(X) . (L(P) n X). Indeed, once B(G) has been constructed, it is clear 
that B(G) = 0,(0(G)) .L(P). Aft er reading Section 4, the reader should 
convince himself that once B(G) . IS constructed, the group Y(P) defined in 
Section 4 turns out to be an S, subgroup of O,,,,(B(G)), and that L(P) = 
N,&‘(P)). Moreover, if H is any S,(A) subgroup containing P, then 
H n 0,(0(G)) = O,(H) is a Y(P)-invariant Hall subgroup of 0,(0(G)). 
Then an application of (S.2.2) yields 
(*) L(P) = O,,@(P)) . L(P) n N(O,,(H)). 
The basic idea of the proof is to try to first obtain factorizations of L(P) of 
the above type for suitable subgroups H, and then to use these factorizations 
to “put together” various sets of S,(A) subgroups. In fact, it suffices to con- 
sider only those HE &*(A; p, q) for which O,(H) f  1. Unfortunately, we 
are unable to prove (*) even in this case. What we eventually manage to show 
is that the right-hand side of (*) is a “large enough” subgroup of L(P), 
provided P is chosen carefully. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND ASSUMED RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1 (Glauberman). Suppose P is an S, subgroup of the solvable 
group X and X has odd ordm. Then, there exists a characteristic subgroup 
Z(J(P)) of P such that 
x = o,m . ~xP-u(p)N- 
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Proof. See [7, p. 2701. 
LEMJIA 2.2. Suppose D is a p’-group of operators of the p-group Q, Q1 is a 
subgroup of Q such that C,(QJ L Qz ? and D centralizes Q, . Then D 
cenlralizes Q. 
PTO$ See [7, p. 1791. 
LEAI31.4 2.3. Suppose a p-group P actsfaitlzfully on a q-group Q where p 
andqareodd.TheniP1 <IQ]. 
Proof. See [2, Lemma 5.21. 
LEniIkr.2 2.4. Suppose that a dihedral group D of order prime to q acts on a 
q-group Q arid C,(D’) = 1. Then, m(Q) is even. 
Proof. Factoring out Q(Q), if necessary, we can view Q as a vector space 
over GF(q). Extending the ground field to the algebraic closure of GF(q), it 
suffices to verify that the extended vector space has even dimension. However 
this follows easily from [7, p. 733. 
LEnlhl.4 2.5. Suppose that p + q, t?zat a p-group E’ admits an. invoh&ion v, 
and that Ti;vj normalizes a q-group Q such that v  either inverts OY centralizes 
Q. Then [I”, v] centralizes Q. 
Pyoqf. The action of Y(vJ, on Q/@(Q) induces a homomorphism 
9 : IT,:v> ---f GL(Q/@(Q)), where cp(u) is a scalar matrix, so that [Y, ZT] 
centralizes Q/@(Q) and therefore centralizes Q by 117, p. 1741. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose H is a Hall cr-subgroup qf the solzlable group A-, 
p E CT. and (TV = o - {p}. Then O,(H) is an S, subgroup of O,l(X). 
Proof. Pl’ote that O,1(X) n N 6 O,(H); so it suffices to show 
O,(H) c O,I(S). To do this, we may assume ODI(X) = 1 and try to show 
O,(H) = 1. But by CO,, H contains O,l(X) and thus O,(N) centralizes 
0,JX). By [7, p. 2281 we get O,(H) = 1 as required. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose P is a p-group of odd order. Then P kas a charac- 
teristic subgroup D of exponent p an.d class at most 2 such that 
(1) D 2 Qn,(W>)t 
(2) ALL p’-automorphism of P acts faithfully on D. 
Proof. Suppose that D can be chosen to satisfy (l), and that oi is a p’- 
automorphism of P which centralizes D. Then a: centralizes C(D) by 
[7, p. 1841, whence a! = 1 by [7, p. 1791. 
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We proceed by induction to establish (1). Let P be a minimal counter- 
example, and let D, be a maximal characteristic elementary Abelian subgroup 
of P. If C(D,) < P, then by induction D may be chosen inside C(D,). Then D 
char C(D,) char P; so D char P. Also, D, _C D; so any element of order p 
centralizing D lies in C(D,,) and hence in D. 
Thus we may assume D, = L$(Z(P)), D, # l&(P). By [7, p. 2011 we 
conclude that there exists a normal elementary Abelian subgroup E con- 
taining D, with j E : D, ( = p. Then E _C Z,(P) so that Q,(Z,(P)) > D, . 
Let Dl = Ql(Z,(P)); then Dl has exponent p and class 2, and C(D,) < P. 
By induction, D, may be chosen in C(D,) satisfying (1) with respect to C(D,). 
Then, as above, D, char P. Set D = DID,. Then D is characteristic of 
exponent p and class at most 2 since both D, and D, are, and [Dl , DJ = 1. 
Moreover, if x is an element of P of order p which centralizes D, then 
x E C(D,), whence x E D, C D by our inductive choice of D, . The proof is 
complete. 
hUMA 2.8. Suppose P is a p-group of exponent p mad class at most 2, and 
that B is a faithful complex character of P. Then m(P) < O(l). If m(P) = O(l) 
m if p > 5 and m(P) 3 O( 1) - 1, then P is Abelian. 
Proof. Without loss, we may assume that 0 is a faithful character of 
minimum degree, and that P is a minimal counterexample. 
Suppose first that 19 is reducible; then let 8 = 8, + &,, Ni = ker Bi(i = 1,2). 
Minimality of e(l) implies that 1 < Ni < P (i = 1,2) and that Nr n N2 = 1. 
By induction, m(P/N,) < e,(l) and nz(N,) :G e,(l), whence 
m(P) < +‘/%) + n@v,) < e(l). 
If m(P) = 0(l) or if p > 5 and m(P) > e(l) -- 1, then m(P/NJ = e,(l) or 
mppq a e,(l) - 1, respectively. It follows by induction that P/N1 is 
Abelian, and, by a similar argument, that P/N, is Abelian. Since Nr n IiT, == 1, 
we conclude that P is Abelian. 
Therefore, we may assume that 0 is irreducible. If P is Abelian the result is 
trivial; so we may assume that P has class 2. Then Z(P) is cyclic; so j Z(P)/ = p 
since P has exponent p. It is an easy exercise that 0 vanishes on P - Z(P), 
so that the orthogonality relations yield 
j P 1 = c 1 elm = c 1 e(w)lz = pe(iy. 
XEP ctEZ(P) 
On the other hand, it is clear that P is extra special, so that 
) p 1 == pmwfl~ 
Thus, 
e(1) = pp)lf~ 
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Since m(P) 3 2 and p”/a - x is obviously monotonic for x >, 2, we get 
0(l) > m(P) as required. Suppose .nz(P) 3 0(l) - I; then monotonicity 
gives p - 2 <ppm(P)/Z - m(P) < 1, so that p < 3. In fact, m(P) == 19(l) 
implies p = 2. However, we are assuming P non-Abelian of exponent p, 
whence p > 3. The result is now clear. 
hWVlA 2.9. Suppose p is odd and P is a p-group of exponent p and class 
at most 2 zchich acts faithfully on a q-group Q, fop y  + p. Then m(P) < m(Q). 
If m(P) = m(Q) or if p > 5 and m(P) 2 m(Q) - 1 the?1 P is Abelian and 
P < 9. 
Proof. As in (2.4) we may assume that Q is elementary Abelian. 
By extending the representation of P on ,O to the algebraic closure of GF@) 
and using [I, p. 271 it follows that P has a faithful compiex character of degree 
m(Q). By (2.8) m(P) < m(Q). 
Suppose m(P) = m(Q)) or p > 5 and m(P) 3 ??z(Q) - 1; then P is Abelian 
by (2.8) so that it remains to show p < Q. Let d be the smallest positive integer 
such that p j 4” - 1; then every irreducible representation of P over GF(q) 
has degree d. Since P acts faithfully on ,O it follows that ?n(Q) > &n(P), 
Therefore, 
Stow, p is odd and p j 4’ - 1; sop < q as asserted. 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose A is an Abelian r-subgroup of the Jinite group G, 
m(A) >, 3, and 0 is a solvable locally complete A-signalizer functor on G. 
Furthermore, suppose that H is an S,(A) subgroup, p E 0, and u1 == (r - {p}. 
If D is any A-inzjariaT&t subgroup of O,(H) and D 6 X E v1,(14); then 
D c O,,(X). 
Proof. Suppose this is false, and choose D c O,(H) minimal violating 
the conclusion. Then A must act irreducibly on D/@(D), so that C,(D) 
contains a four-group V. By (S.3.2) applied to every prime in o, H contains 
an S, subgroup of 8(C(v)) f  or all n E T/“. By (2.6) D C O,l(O(C(v))) for ali 
z E P,+. But now if D C X E M,(A), it follows that D C nVEV+OOI,(CX(~)). 
Apply (S.2.5) to every prime in u1 to conclude that D C OUl(X) as required. 
3. THE MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE 
For the remainder of the paper, we let G be a minimal counterexample to 
the main theorem. Thus, A is an Abelian 2-subgroup of 6: .m(A) > 3, and 8 
481/21/2-12 
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is a solvable A-signalizer functor on G which is not complete. In Section 7 we 
obtain a contradiction. As remarked in the introduction, we will use freely 
definitions and results from [4]. Thus, for 1 j; B C A, B(C(B)) = 
nbER+ B(C(b)) is the unique maximal element of VI,(A) centralized by B. 
Moreover, (S.2.6) and (S.2.7) are applicable, so that the proof of (S.5.1) can 
be repeated here verbatim. It follows that 0 is locally complete on G, and, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that A is elementary. In fact if 
m(A) > 4, 6’ is complete by (S.5.5); so we may assume that A is elementary 
of order 8. ,41so, as in [4], if H and K are subgroups of G for which 0 is defined, 
then 
B(H) n K = B(H) n e(K) = H n B(K). 
In addition, the hypotheses of (S.3.1) hold in G; so we have the transitivity 
theorem for elements of &,*(A; p), which we call S,(A) subgroups. We will 
also use the important corollary (S.3.2). Moreover, hypothesis (S.4.1) is 
satisfied, so that the uniqueness theorem (S.4.4) also holds in G. 
4. A COVERING SUBGROUP 
For P E T&(-g; p), we now define a subgroup Y(P) _C P as follows: 
(a) If P E K0*(L4; p), let 
Y(P) = p n o,,,.(e(N(z(J(P>>))); 
(b) If P $ VI,*(A; p), let Y(P) = P. 
We are primarily interested in case (a); however, certain arguments in 
Sections 5 and 6 are simplified by defining Y(P) in case (b) as well. 
NOW set L(P) = B(N(Y(P))). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose X E VI,(A). 
(a) If P is a?z S,(A) subgroup contained in X, then 
X = O,,(X) - (X n L(P)). 
(b) If P is any A-invariant S,-szcbgroup of X and Q is a Y(P)-iTzvaria?zt 
subgroup of X, then Q C O,,(X). 
cc) e(N(p)) c L(P). 
Proof. (a). P is an S, subgroup of X. Set N = B(N(Z(J(P)))). By (2.1) 
we have X = O,(X) * (X n N). Thus 0,(X n N) _C O,(X) and 
P _C X n N. It therefore suffices to show that 
Xn N = Osr(Xn N)-(Xn NnL(P)), 
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or in other words, we may assume that XC-N. Set m = N/O,,+V); then 
Im P_ ,v by definition of Y(P). S ince Y(P) C X C rV, it follows that Y(P) is 
normal in X modulo X n O,(V). Since X n O,,(JV) C 0,(-X-j, we get 
Y(P) normal in X module O,(X) as required. 
(lo). Set X = X,/O,(X), and set PI = O,(X). I f  Y(P) = P. then -- 
[Pi, Q] C PI n [P, Q] C Pr n s = 1, whence g = 1 by Lemma 1.2.3 of 
Hall-Higman 17, p. 2287. If  P is an S,(A) subgroup, then C,( Y(P)) C I’(P) by 
Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall-Higman and the definition of Y(P). Also, Y(P) Z Pr by 
part (a) above. Now we have [m, g] C Pi n g = 1 whence [Pi , Q] = 1 by 
(2.2) and therefore 0 = 1 by Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall-Higman. 
(c). This is trivial if Y(P) = P. Otherwise, let N be as in part (aj; 
then, since Z(J(P)) char P, we get @(N(P)) c N. But 0(&r(P)) normalizes P 
and O,,%,(N), whence B(N(P)) normalizes Y(P) as required. 
5. AN EXCEPTIONAL SITUATION 
In this section, we fix the following notation: 
p, q are distinct odd primes. 
H E &*(A; p, q) with O,(H) $ 1. 
P is an A-invariant S, subgroup of H. 
0, = ~,(W. 
L =L(P). 
&Im = O,*(L) - AL. 
D := O,(H) n Y(P). 
DEFINITION. We say that H is q-exceptional if NE &*(A; p, q), 
O,(H) # I, and L,(P) f  L(P) in the above notation. 
Note that if H is q-exceptional then O,(H) f  1 + O,(H) so that the results 
of Section 4 of [4] are applicable. We will use the concept of a (p, q)-uniqueness. 
subgroup, as defined in Section 4 of [4]. 
For the remainder of this section, assume that H is q-exceptional. In 
addition, let yr be the set of four-subgroups of A. 
LEMMA 5.1. D # 1 ati e(C(Y(P))) = Z(Y(P)) x O,,(L). J/- E is n mm- 
identity A-invariant normal subgroup of Y(P) such that Q = GoI + 1, then 
s is art S, subgroup of O,,(B(N(E))), and N,(E) C O,(L)IV,(&). 
Proof. We first note that C,(Y(P)) _C Y(P). This is obvious if Y(P) = P, 
otherwise it follows by Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall-Higman [7, p. 2281. Thus 
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Z(P) C Y(P) and since O,(H) 4 P we get D # 1. Moreover, D x Qr is 
a (p, p)-uniqueness subgroup contained in @(N(D)), and P is an S, subgroup 
of f&V(D)), by (S.4.4.). But b’(C(Y(P))) C B(N(D)); so, if Y(P) = P, we get 
0(C(Y(Y))) = Z(Y(P)) x O,(L). I f  Y(P) # P, then P is an S, subgroup 
of L, and thus P contains an S, subgroup of B(C(Y(P))); so again we have 
B(C(Y(P))) = Z(Y(P)) x O,,(L). 
Now let L, = B(N(E)), and let D, = D n Z(P) # 1. By (S.4.4) D, x & is 
a (p, p)-uniqueness subgroup. Since D, x & _CL, , D, C O,fL,) and 
(j _C O,,(L,) by (S-4.2). Let & b e a Y(P)-invariant S, subgroup of O,,(Ll) 
containing Q. We want to show Q = &. Now D, centralizes Q. Let L, = 
B(N(D,)); then by (S.4.4) P is an S, subgroup of L,, and Qr is an 
S, subgroup of O,s(L,). By (4.1) Qr c O,,(L,). By (S.2.2) &5 C Qi for some 
x E e(c( Y(P))) _c L, . S’ mce E centralizes &, E centralizes p; so we have 
@ _C &s C $. Therefore & = &. 
Now take any x E N,(E); then @ is also a Y(P)-invariant S, subgroup of 
O,,(L,). By (S.2.2) & = & for some 
y E C(Y(P)) n Opl(L,) _C O,,(B(C(Y(P)))) = O,(L). 
Since XJJ E XL(&) we get .1c E O,J(L)N,(&), and the proof is complete. 
LEivrnti 5.2. If & is any nonidentity -4-invariant subgroup of Ql , then 
iV,(&)CL,(P). 
Proof. Let L, = N&). Since L, is A-invariant, 
L, = (CLO( V) j V E 9“). 
Thus it suffices to show CLO( 17) _C L,(P) for all V E 9”. Choose some V E -t’ 
and some x E CLO( F). Now, Qr is V-invariant and Col(v) _C S(C(et)) for all 
pi E Vs. Since x E C,JV) C B(C(V)), it follows that Co,(v) C 8(C(v)) for all 
21 E v+. ‘41S0, & c Qi”. 
Since Y(P) normalizes Q, and x normalizes Y(P), Y(P) nor-malizes 
Qi* so that D normalizes Qr”. Let L, = @N(Q)) and Qs - No,:(Q). We 
argue that Qa _C L, . Namely, Q2 n C(v) _C B(C(v)) n N(&) Z B(N[Q)) for all 
v  E V+. By (S.2.1), Q, CL, . But L, contains the (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup 
D x $ so by (S.4.2) D _C O,,(L,). Since D normalizes & and Qi2, D normalizes 
Qa and therefore D centralizes Q, . By (2.2) D centralizes QrZ, and thus Dx 
-1 
centralizes Qi . Moreover, Dxml 4 Y(P). 
It follows that if E is the normal closure of D under C,o( IT), then E 4 Y(P) 
and E centralizes Q, . Moreover, E is A-invariant since both D and C,o(V) 
are. 
By (5.1), CLo(V) C N,(E) c O,,(L) NL(Q1) = L,(P). Since I’ was arbitrary 
in V, we get L, CL,(P) as required. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Zf E is any nonidentity A-invariant subgroup of Y(P) suclz that 
Q = Cal(E) f  1, tizen N,(E) c&(P). 
Proof. In the special case E a Y(P), the result follows from (5.1) and (5.2). 
Now consider the general case. Let L, = O(N(E)) and D, = D n Z(I‘(Pj). 
Then L, contains N,(E) and the (p, n)- urn ‘q ueness subgroup D, .X Q. By 
(S.4.2) D, C O,,(O(C(E))). Take any x E iVL(E); then 
D,” C O,T(B(C(E))) n I’(P). 
Since DO” normalizes Q1 and centralizes I?, Da” normalizes Q. Thus D,” 
centralizes Q* Also, Dacc (1 Y(P). It follows that if E, is the normal closure of 
D, under NL(E), then Ei (1 Y(P), 1 f  & C Co&&), and N,(E) _C NL(El). 
Moreover, E,, is A-invariant since both D, and NL(Ej are A-invariant. By the 
first sentence of the proof, N#) C N,(E,) CL,(P) as required. 
~EAXMA 5.4. There is a four-subgroup I’L z4 such that C,(F-) $,5,(P). 
Zf V is any such four-subgroup, then V+ = {vl , V~ , Q’,, zvljere 
(1) Ca,ol) = 1 = [Y(P), VJ, 
(2) C,(v,) = 1 for i = 2, 3, 
(3) [Q1 , vi] + 1 for i := 2, 3. 
Proof. By (S.2.1), L = :,C,(Ir) j V E ^t“>. Since H is q-exceptional it 
follows that C,( F’) $L,(P) f  or some I.-E 9’. We argue that any such I 
satisfies the above conditions. 
Proceeding by way of contradiction, choose r E %r such that C’J v) g&(P) 
and assume first that C,(v) f  I I f  Cal(v) for some z’ E I’+. Bv (S.4.2) and 
(S.4.4), C,(v) C O,@(C(v))). Ch oose x E C,(V) C @(C(v)). Then CoX,(z~) = 
Col(vy C O(C(v)). Since Y(P) normalizes Qp, C’,(v) normalizes Qr” and 
therefore also normalizes Cal,(v). H ence C,(a) centralizes Col,(~). Therefore, 
CD(~)‘-’ centralizes Cal(v). Since x was arbitrary in C,(V) it follows that if E 
is the normal closure of C,(v) under C,(V), then E c Y(P), E is ,i-l-invariant 
and E centralizes Cal(v). By (5.3) we get C’,-(I’) C M,,(E) LZ,L;H(P), a contra- 
diction. 
This contradiction shows that no involution of I’ has fixed points on both L) 
and Q1 . Let c1 E I.‘* such that Co,(7~~) = I. Then vi inverts Q, . By (2.5) 
[Y(P), BJ centralizes Q, . But [Y(P), v1 is a normal A-invariant subgroup of ] 
Y(P), and C,(vJ C N&Y(P), vJ). By (5.3) an our choice of I’, we conclude d 
[Y(P), ZJ -= 1. If  v2 is another involution in I’ without fixed points on ,Qi , 
then also [Y(P), 2~~1 = 1. But then viva centralizes Y(P) and Q, which is not 
the case. Therefore z’a and va both have fixed points on Qt and thus both has-e 
no fixed points on D. Finally, if either z’s or vQ centralizes Q, , then the other 
inverts Qr which is not the case. The proof is now complete. 
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LEMMA 5.5. C,(A) CL,(P). 
Proof. Let D, be a minimal A-invariant subgroup of D. Then CJD,,) 
contains a four-group t’. By (5.4), C,(A) _C C,(V) -CL,(P). 
6. THE Two PRIME CASE 
In this section we use the results of Section 5 to establish C,,,(A) and we 
then improve these results. As in Section 4 of [4], let Or , 8, ,..., On, be the 
orbits of B(C(4)) on VI,*(A;;p, q). 
Lmm.~ 6.1. Suppose H E Bi and O,(H) = 1. Then i is uniquely determined. 
Moreover, H contains an S,(A) subgroup @ and H is an S,,, subgroup of L(P). 
Proof. Let P be an A-invariant S, subgroup of H. Since O,(H) = 1, 
Z(J(P)) g H by (2.1). Since Z(J(P)) char P, it follows that P is an S,(-4) 
subgroup. Now H _C L(P) by (4.1); so by the maximal&y of H, H is an S,,, 
subgroup of L(P). S’ mce all such are conjugate by an element of e(C(t-l)), 
(S.3.1) implies that i is uniquely determined. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose HE &*(A; p, q), O,(H) > 1, and H is not q- 
exceptional. The?1 H contains an S,(A) subgroup P and also contains an S,,, 
subgroup of L(P). 
Proof. I f  O,(H) = 1 the result follows from (6.1) so we may assume that 
Qr = O,(H) # 1. Let P be an B-invariant S,-subgroup of H and set 
L = L(P), D = O,(H) n Y(P) as in Section 5. Also, let E := Cre)(Ql); then 
1 # D-cEqN,(Q,). S ince [O,,(L), Y(P)] = 1, O,,(L) centralizes E. 
Set N = B(N(E)). Since H is not p-exceptional, L = O,,(L)N,(Q,) and 
therefore L _C N. In particular, B(N(P)) _C N by (4.1). Moreover, PQl _C N, 
whence P is an S, subgroup of N by (S.4.4). It follows that P is an SD-sub- 
group of 6(N(P)) and therefore P is an S&l) subgroup. 
Now H == (H n L) . Q, by (4.1) so H C N and therefore H is an S,,, 
subgroup of N by (S.4.4). Let HI be an S,., subgroup of L containing 
H n L; then H,” C H for some x E N. Since P _C H n L, we can choose x so 
that Pz = P, but then x EL; so HI” _C H n L. It follows that HI = H n L is 
an sD3, subgroup of L as required. 
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose that HE oi, O,(H) > I, azd H does not contain an 
S,(A) subgroup. Then H is q-exceptional, azd 0, is the unique orbit with these 
properties. Moreover, O,(H,,) > 1 for all Ho E &*(A; p, q). 
Proof. By (6.2) His q-exceptional. Adopt the notation of Section 5 and let 
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I’ = (1, s1 , og, ~a} be the four-group of (5.4). Also, let 9 be an A-invariant 
S,-subgroup of El. Now, Q1 a Q and Q1 is Abelian since it is inverted by v’I . 
By theorem B of Hall-Higman [7, p. 3591 Qr C Y(Q). We argue that N is not 
p-exceptional. Namely if H is p-exceptional, then by- (5.4) there is a four- 
group T;’ = xl, ~11, ~21, ua’} of A such that zll ’ inverts O,(H) and centralizes 
l-(Q) 2 Q, , while ZQ’ and ~‘31 invert Q, . Let (.zj> == L; ri I”. Since no 
element of V centralizes Q1 , v  = az’ or v~‘. Thus, D inverts Q1 so zl = z‘~ j 
But I’(P) = P, so O,(N) C Y(P). Thus z’~ centralizes O,(li). Since “?I = 
.“J := w, 2; or ,7i3’ we get n.a’ or ~a’ centralizes O,(H) which contradicts (5.4) 
Thus 19 is not p-exceptional. By (6.2) we conclude that Q is an $&d) sub- 
group and that H contains an S,,, subgroup of 6(1V(Y(Q))). 
Suppose that Ho E VI,*(B;p, Q) and Op(HO) = 1. By (6.1) Ho contains 
an S,(S) subgroup; so conjugating by an element of B(C(A)) if necessary, we 
may aswme that Q is an S, subgroup of Ho. Since 0,(&J = !, 
Z(J(Q)) 9 I-I, ; so by the definition of Y(Q), it follows that Y(Q) 4 Ho. 
Thus coniugating by an element of @(C(a)) -f I necessary, and using the first 
part of the proof, we may assume H,, C E-l. By the maximality of Ho , H,, = H. 
But O,(H) > 1, a contradiction. Thus O,(H,,) > 1 for all H, E %$*(A; p, q,j- 
Finally, suppose that ~?EC~ and A is q-exceptional. By the first part of 
the proof, a contains an S,(-4) subgroup; so conjugating by an element of 
B(C(i;‘)) if necessary we may assume Q _C g. Suppose O,(g) 9 Q, =: Q, f  1. 
Then Q, is d-invariant and 0(N(Q,)) contains F(H) and F(H). By (5.4.4) we _ 
get i = j. Thus, we may assume O&Ii) n ,01 = 1. We will now derive a 
contradiction. Since O,(a) a Q, [O,(@, QJ = 1, and it follows that O,(g) 
acts faithfully on O,(H). Since every element of V+ either inverts or centralizes 
O,(H) by (5.4), it follows by (2.5) that T; centralizes O,(B). But by (5.4) 
applied to I? there is a four-subgroup g c 4 such that no non-identity element 
of P centralizes O,(A). This implies that I’ n 7’ = 1, a contradiction which 
completes the proof. 
LEMXI.~ 6.4. G satisjies C,,,Jza). 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that G does not satisfy C,,,(3). 
We first argue that G cannot satisfy E,,,(A). Namely, if N is an S,,,(-4) 
subgroup with O,(H) = 1, then the order of an S,(A) subgroup is less than 
the order of an S,(A) subgroup by (2.3). It follows that there is no S,,,(A) 
subgroup H with O,(H) = 1. Since there must be more than one orbit of 
S,,,(iz) subgroups by our assumption, (6.1) implies that there is in any case 
an S,,,(-4) subgroup H with O,(H) -f 1 +. O,(H). Since *z(A) == 3, it 
follows that there is an involution a E A such that O,,(N) n C(n) + 1 + 
O,(N) .q C(n). Let K = O,(H) n C(a) x O,(H) n C(a); then R is a 
(p, q)-uniqueness subgroup. If  H1 is any other S,,,(il) subgroup, then 
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CH,(~ is a* S,,, subgroup of O(C(a)) by (S.3.2). Conjugating by an element 
of B(C(A)) if necessary, we may assume K _C HI . But now (S.&l) implies 
that H and H1 are conjugate by an element of O(C(iz)) so that G satisfies 
C,,,(A). Therefore, G cannot satisfy E,,,(A). 
Next we argue that z, the number of orbits of B(C(d)) on &*(A; p, q) is 
at least three. Namely, if n < 2 then clearly n = 2. Define subsets S, , Ss of 
A* as follows: a E Si if an A-invariant S,,, subgroup of &C(n)) is contained 
in an element of 0; . Then S, u S, = A@ and it is easy to verify that notation 
can be chosen so that S, contains the three involutions of a four-subgroup 
V of A. Then if H E 4 , it follows that H contains an S,,a subgroup of B(C(v)) 
for all zi E V+. By (S.3.2) His an S&,4) subgroup, a contradiction. Therefore 
n ;> 3. 
Finally, since n 3 3, (6.1) implies that notation can be chosen so that 
if HEAD, then O,(H) f  1 f  O,(H). Since G does not satisfy Eg,Jil), 
notation can be chosen so that H does not contain an S&l) subgroup. By 
(6.3) O,(HJ > 1 f  or all H,, E &*(A; p, q) and O1 is the only orbit 
which does not contain an S,(A) subgroup. If  O&H,) = 1 for all 
H~~o*(~;P, q) - G > then n < 2 by (6.1) which is a contradiction. Thus 
notation can be chosen so that if HZ E 9, , then O&HZ) > 1. By the above, Ha 
contains an S,(A) subgroup. Since G does not satisfy E,,,(rZ), E-r, does not 
contain an S,(A) subgroup. Thus by (6.3) 0s must contain an S,,,(A) sub- 
group, which is a contradiction completing the proof. 
DEFINITION. We say that the prime p is p-exceptional if some S,,,(kl) 
subgroup H is g-exceptional, and we set L,(P) = L,(P) for P an S,(J) 
subgroup of H. 
LEMMA 6.5. L,(P) is indeperrdent of the choice of S,,,(A) subgroup H 
containing P, and depends on@ on P and q. 
Proqf. Let Q1 = O,(H), then&(P) = O,,(L(P))(L(P) n N(Q,)). Suppose 
I? is another S,,,(A) subgroup containing P, and &r = O,(H). It follows 
easily from C,,,(A) and (S.2.2) that Qr” == &, for some x E N(P) n tJ(C(A)). 
Since @(N(P)) CL(P), (5.5) shows that x E&(P), so that La(P) = L&P) = 
L,(P)” = L,(P) as asserted. 
DEFINITION. I f  P is an S,(A) subgroup and H is an S,,,(A) subgroup 
containing P, let O,,(P) = O,,(H). 
LEnJRrA 6.6. O,,(P) is independent of the choice of S,,,(A) subgroup H 
containing P and depends only on P and q. Moreooer, if PI is another S,(A) 
subgroup md PI = P” for some x E B(C(d)), then O,,(P,) = O,,(P)“. 
Proof. Suppose A is another S,,,(A) subgroup containing P. Apply 
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(2.10) with D =: {p, qj and X = 12 to get O,,(H) C O,,(R). By symmetry, 
O,@$) == O,,(A). iv ow if PI = P” for some x E B(C(~4jj we get PI C Hz, 
whence O,,(P,) == O,(H”) = O,(H)” = 0,(P)x as required. 
Now for each odd prime pi , each S,i(a) subgroup pi and each odd prime 
pj f  pi Let D,(PJ be a characteristic subgroup of O,j,(P,) of exponent p and 
class at most 2 in accordance with (2.7). Since the isomorphism class of 
O,j,(Pa) depends only on i andj by (6.6), we may assume that Dj(Pi) has been 
chosen so that the isomorphism class of D,(P,) depends only on i and j. Also, 
set llz;j z ??l(Di(Pj))> dtj = ] Di(Pj)j. 
~&IMA 6.7. Suppose that p is q-exceptional and N is art S,,(d) subgroup 
containing the S,(A) subgroup P. Then Y(P) contains 120 A&variant ~4belinn 
subgroup of type ( p, p) every cyclic subgroup of zdich is d -immriant. 
Proof. Suppose false and let EC Y(P) be ^4-invariant, Abelian of type 
( p, p) such that every cyclic subgroup of E is A-invariant. Set L = L(P) and 
Qr = O,(H) as usual. Let D = O,(H) n Z(Y(P)); then D + 1. Also let I’ 
be a four-subgroup of A such that C,(V) $ L,(P). Kate that 8(C(e)) is defined 
for all e E E+. Choose any x E C,(V), then ,Qrx = (Cal,(e) \ e E E+). We argue 
that D centralizes Cal,(e) for all e E lP. Namely, choose e E Ei; then /e‘, is 
F-invariant, whence Calz(e) is Jr-invariant. Thus 
Since Qrz n C(u) _C ~(C(V)) we get 
C z(e) 
Ql 
= (C *(e) n B(C(v)) ! v  E V-“> 
Ql 
C @C(e)). 
By (2.10) DC 0,,(6’(C(e))). But D normalizes Qrz and <e>, whence D 
normalizes C Q,z(e). Thus D centralizes CQlx(e) as asserted. 
It follows that D centralizes Qlx, and thus P-I centralizes Qr for ail 
s E C,(V). Let E == Dc~cV); then C,-(Jf) C I\i,(E,j CL,(P) by (5.3), a contra- 
diction. 
LEMMA 6.8. Suppose that pi is pj-exceptional, P is an S,,(A) subgroup, and 
that ;Y &ides ! L(P) : LVj(P)J for some pvivne r. Then 
(1) r 1 pi” - 1 alzd pi > 5, 
(2) ODj,(P) is cyclic, 
(3) Y(P) contains no -g-invaGant dbelia?z subgroup on 5 generatom, 
(4) 3nii is even, 
(5) r +p,, 
(6) pj is not pi-exceptional. 
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Proof. Let L = L(P), p = ipi, q = pj , and let R be an A-invariant 
S,-subgroup of L. Since Y [ [L(P) :.&(&‘)I, we conclude by (5.5) and (S.2.2) 
that R g&(P). Let V be a four-subgroup of A such that C,(V) g&(P). 
Let H be an S,,,(A) subgroup containing P and set Q1 = O,(H), D = 
O,,(H) n Y(P). By (5.4), notation can be chosen so that V+ = {vl , et, , zla} 
where zyl inverts ,Q1 and centralizes Y(P) while z’, and v, invert D. By way of 
contradiction, suppose that r = q. Let Q,, be an A-invariant S,-subgroup of 
H nL(P) with Q,, -CQ for some S,(A) subgroup Q C H. By (4.1) 
H = O,(H)(H n L(P)); so Q = Q,Q1 . Choose y E C,(q) with y = ysyr , 
y0 E Qzo , and y1 E Q1 . Then 
y = y% = yzy:” = y:y;l, whence [y, , VJ = yl’. 
Since [ys , vl] E Q0 , we get yi E Q,, so that y E Q, and therefore Co(v,) _C Q, . 
Clearly, Q0 CL,(P); so by (S.3.2) L,(P) contains an S, subgroup of @C(q)), 
namely Co(q). By (5.5), C,(q) CL,(P). This contradicts the fact that 
C,(V) g&(P) so we conclude Y # q proving 5). 
Now choose x E C,(V) - L,(P) and choose n E A - V. We argue that 
Dx n D”” == 1. If not, set D, = D” n Dxa; then Dx, L@ are V-invariant; 
so Dl is (Jr, a) = A-invariant since a is an involution. Moreover, since 
D d Y(P) and D centralizes Q1 , Dl 9 Y(P) and Dl centralizes Q1”. Let 
Do = D n Z(P); then D, _C O,,(B(C(D,))) by (2.10). Since 
,0,x n C(V) C ~(C(V)) 
for all ZI E V*, it follows as usual that Qrz _C e(C(D,)); so D, centralizes Q1”. 
Thus Qlz _C B(C(D,)). Let N = B(N(D,)); then (P, Qlx, QJ 2 N and Q1 is 
an S, subgroup of O,(N) by (5.4.4). By (4.1) Qlz C O,(N) since Y(P) 
normalizes Qlz. By (S.2.2) g” = Q1 for some 
y E C(Y(P)) n O&V) C O,@(P)). 
Now x E O,,(L(P)) . (L(P) n N(Qi)) = L,(P) contrary to our choice of x. 
Therefore Dl =I= 1 as claimed. 
Next, suppose that E is an d-invariant Abelian subgroup of I’(P). Since ~1~ 
centralizes E, the number of distinct irreducible constituents of B acting on E 
is at most 4, so that if m(E) > 5, then E contains a subgroup of type (p, p) 
every cyclic subgroup of which is A-invariant contrary to (6.7). Thus 
m(E) < 4, proving (3). If, in addition, vz and va invert E, then a similar 
argument shows m(E) < 2. 
Now, D is Abelian since ~1~ inverts D and D .g Y(P). Hence D” Dza are 
both Abelian and normal in Y(P) and we have shown D” n Dza ‘= 1. Set 
E - DzDza; then E is Abelian and (V, a? = A-invariant since a is an 
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involution. Moreover, va , va invert E. By the previous paragraph, ~PZ(E) < 2 
whence D is cyclic. Set D, = 52,(D), then D, C Z(Y(P)). Now take 
E == DcR’ ‘); then E is A-invariant and Abelian and va ? vs invert E. It fohows 0 
that nz(E) < 2. If  C,(F) centralizes E then D” n LP” 1 D, which is not the 
case. Therefore r ) pa - I and since Y is odd, p > 5. This proves (1)~ 
Suppose C,l(E) I,# 1; then by (5.3) we get C,(V) C N,(E) CL,(P), a 
contradiction, Thus CoI(E) = 1. Since [II, , QJ = 1, it folIows that E ~:a& 
induces the action of a dihedral group of order 2p on Q1 such that E/D, acts 
fixed-point-free. By (2.4) nz(Q1) is even. Since Q, is Abehan and 
Q, == O,(H) = O,;(Q) for any S&&g) subgroup Q of H, the definition of Di.(Q) 
implies that DJQ) := GJQ,), w h ence rfzij =: +QIj is even and (4) is proved. 
Finally, by theorem B of Hall-Higman [7, pi 359] every characteristic 
subgroup of O,(H) of class at most 2 lies in Y(P) since p > 5, but we have 
shown that D = E-(P) n O,(H) is cyclic. It follows by (2.7j that O,(W) = 
O,(P) is cyclic, proving (2). (6) is immediate from (2) and (4j. 
We next sharpen (6.4j slightly. 
L~arn~x 6.9. Snlppose P is an S,(A) subgroup, O,(P) i 1: anii 
P C: H E TA,*(A; p, 2). Then H is an S,,,(A) subgroup. Moremer, H n L(P) is 
an S,,, sidbgroup ofL(P). 
ProoJ As before, let 0, , 0, ,..., Q, be the orbits of @(C(A)) on &*(A; p, 9) 
and let t, be the unique orbit of 5,,,(,4) subgroups. Let H, E 0, containing P, 
then our hypothesis is that O,(H,) 7- -C I. By way of contradiction, suppose 
HEP’” ‘ 
Case I. O,(H*) + 1 + O,(H*) f  or some H* f- &*(A; p, qj. Then since 
m(A) = 3, it follows that for some involution a E A+, the group 
K = C(a) n O&H*) x C(a) n O,(H*) is a (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup. 
Since K 2 @(C(a)) it follows by c,&ij and (5.4.4) that H* E Cl . 
In particular, O,(H,) f  1. Set Q1 = O,(H,). 
By (4.1) H, = (HI n L(P))Q, , and clearly HI nL(P) ‘CL,JP). By (6.8) 
4 { i L(P) : L,(P)1 so that L,(P) contains an S,,, subgroup of L(P). We nest 
argue that ITI nL(P) is an S,,, subgroup of L,(P). Suppose d is an 
d-invariant S,,, subgroup ofL,(P) containing HI n L(P). Set E = Cr cP)(QIj; 
then E (i L,(P), E is A-invariant, and I f  O&H,) n Y(P) C E. Thus 
(L,(P), Q,-a _C &V(E)); so (L,(P), HI> C B(N(E)). Therefore, I? C HI for 
some x E B(M(E)). Conjugating by an element of HI if necessary, we may 
assume v  E N(P) n 6(N(E)) c O(N(P)) f L(P). Then 
(L(P) n HI)” C It@ CL(P) n HL 
so that L(P) n 19; = g as claimed. Thus HI n L(P) is an S,,, subgroup of 
L(P). But HE oiz and N 2 P so by C,,,(A) N does not contain an S,(a) 
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subgroup. By (6.1) O,(H) # 1, and by the first paragraph of the proof, 
O,(H) = 1. By (6.1) H is an S,,, subgroup of L(P), a contradiction. 
Case II. We may therefore assume if H* E &*(A; p, q), then either 
O,(H*) = 1 or O,(H*) = 1. Since O,(H,) # I by hypothesis, we have by 
(6.1) that Hl is an S,,, subgroup of L(P). But now if O,(H) = 1, then H E 4 
by (6.1). Thus we may assume O,(H) # 1, O,(H) = 1, whence N contains 
an S,(A) subgroup. But we are assuming H 2 P; thus H is an S,,,(A) sub- 
group, . so H E 0r by C,,,(A). The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6.10. Suppose p is q-exceptional and H is an S,,,(A) subgrozcp. 
If  D is an p-subgroup of H then D/D n O,(H) acts faithfully on O,(H). 
Proof. By (6.8, 2) O,(H) is cyclic. Let E = Ql(O,(H)), F, = E x O,(H), 
and F = O,(H) x O,(H). Then [D, E] = 1, and C,(F) CF. Moreover, any 
q-element of C,(F,,) 1 ies in C,(F). We conclude that O,(H) contains an 
&-subgroup of C,(F,), which implies that C,(F,,) is nilpotent and therefore 
C,(F,,) CF. Then CD(Q1) C C,(FO) n D _C O,(H) n D as required. 
7. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we complete the proof of the main theorem. We show that 
the proposition EP,*,(A) implies th e main theorem, and therefore there must 
exist primes p, , p, , p, such that G does not satisfy E1?1,Pg,Dg(c4). We then 
use the integers dij and m,; defined in Section 6 to obtain a final contradiction. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that u is a set of odd primes, p E u, and CQ = cr - { p}. 
Furthermore, for some S,(A) subgroup P, assume: 
(4 n,Eo~%(P> f  1, 
(b) I L(P) : W’)l is not divisible by Y, for all q, Y E u1 . 
Then G satisfies C,(A). 
Proof. Hypothesis (b) and the observation that P CL,(P) for all primes q 
imply that L,(P) contains an A-invariant &-subgroup of L(P), for all q E o1 . 
By (S.2.2) and (5.5) we conclude that L,(P) contains every A-invariant S,- 
subgroup of L(P), for all q E ur . Let CT, = (ql, q2 ,..., qJ, and set L,JP) = 
ni”=&,p). Then 4p’) contains every A-invariant a-subgroup of L(P). 
Next let Hi be an S,,JA) subgroup containing P by (6.4) and let 
Of = O.$f), Ei = GdQJ f  or each i. Since O,ip(P) f  1 by hypothesis 
(a) we get 1 # O,+,(P) n Y(P) C Ea for each i. But nr.(&J normalizes Ei 
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and O,@(P)) centralizes Ei , so that Ei (i L,,(P). Since Hi = (Hi n L(P)) . (2; 
by (4.1) and&(P) contains every u-subgroup of L(P), we get 
Hj = (Hi n&I(P)) Q, 
whence E, (I Hi . This implies that Ei C O,.,(P) so that Ei = O,!,(P) n T(P) 
is independent of the choice of S,,,c(A) subgroup Hi contaming P and 
depends only on P and i. 
Set E = fl:=, Ej . Since 1 + ni=, Oui,(P) (1 P, we get 
n;=, O,;,(P) n Y(P) = E f 1. 
Then since El g LJP) for each i, we get E (i Lml(P). Suppose B E M&d; U) 
and P C g. We argue that E a 8. Namely, every d-invariant S,,,i subgroup 
of g is contained in an S u,pi(A) subgroup by (6.9). Since Ei depends only on 
P and i, it follows that Ei centralizes an SUi sJlbgroup of O,,(a) (1 < i < s) 
whence [E, O,@)] = 1. But B = O,(H) . (fi n L(P)) by (4.1) and 
fi n L(P) is an A-invariant o-subgroup of L(P). Thus 
H n L(P) CL,j(P) C AL @) 
so that E g A as asserted. 
Let K = B(N(E)); then taking A = Hi for each i we conclude that N 
contains an S,(A) subgroup whence G satisfies E,(3). Taking A to be any 
S,(A)-subgroup, we get PC f@ for some Y E !3(C(A)) by (S.3.1) whence 
@ !Z _V and G satisfies C,(A) by (S.2.2). 
~JEIClB2A 7.2. There exist distinct odd primes p, I pe , p, such that G does 
not sntisjj EP1,9t,,JA). 
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that G satisfies E,,,,,(A) for all 
triples ( p, q, r) of odd primes. 
First assume that 0 is a set of odd primes such that hypothesis (a) of (7.1) 
is satisfied. We argue that hypothesis (b) is also satisfied. Take q, r E CT~ ; we 
must show that r { / L(P) : L,(P)\. I f  Y = q this follows from (6.8, (5)), so we 
may assume Y + q. Let H be an S,,,,,(A) subgroup containing P, by (S.3.1). 
Let H, be an S,,,(A) subgroup of H containing P; then H, contains an SDS, 
subgroup of L(P) by (6.9), since we are assuming O,.,(P) f 1. Let H, be an 
S,,,(A) subgroup of H containing P with Qr -= O,(H). Then L,(P) = 
O,*(L(P)) . NL(,,)(Q1) and it suffices to show that H n L(P) CL,(P) because 
by the above this implies that L,(P) contains an S, subgroup of L(P). But Q, 
is a k’(P)-invariant &-subgroup of O,,(H). Take x E H nL(P); then Qr” is 
also a ET(P)-invariant &-subgroup of O,,(H); so Qif” = Ql for some 
y  E C(Y(P)) n O,,(H) C O,+%(P)), by (S.2.2), whence x EL,(P) as required. 
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We next argue by induction on / u 1 that G satisfies C,(A) for all sets of odd 
primes o. Suppose o = {p, , p, ,..., JJJ and let ui = u - (pi> for 1 < i < n. 
By (6.4) we may assume n 3 3 and inductively we assume that G satisfies 
C,(A) for all ‘T with j 7 / < n. For each i let H7 be an 5’JA) subgroup and 
define eij = ( O,,(H,)j for all i 
and j. Choose noiation so that 
f  j. By Coi the integers eij depend only on i 
e 12 = max,,j eij and let PI be an S&l) sub- 
group of H2 . BY Co-,2,,,~(4 we may assume that Hz n H3 is an .S,-~,s,,3~(A) 
subgroup containing PI . We claim that O,JH,) n O,JH3) f  1, for suppose 
it is not. Then ODl(H2) acts faithfully on F(H,), the Fitting subgroup of H3 , 
but OD1(H3) _CF(H,), whence O,l(H,) acts faithfully on Op2(H3). But this 
implies that e,, < es8 by (2.3) contrary to our choice of notation. Set 
D = Opl(H3) n OJH3) f  1. Then H2 contains an S,l,,i(A) subgroup for 
i > 2, and H3 contains an SpI,,JA) subgroup; so we conclude that 
D _C fly==, Opir(Pl). Thus hypothesis (a) of (7.1) is satisfied with p = p, . 
By (7.1) and the first part of the proof, we conclude that G satisfies C,(A). 
But now if His an S,,(A) subgroup, then C,(a) contains an S,, subgroup 
of e(C(a)) for all a E A by repeated application of (S.3.2) whence C,(a) = 
0(C(a)) for all a E A”. It follows that H is the unique maximal element of 
VI,(A) in G so that 0 is complete while we are assuming that 6 is not complete. 
This contradiction completes the proof of (7.2). 
Now let p, , pa , p, be distinct odd primes such that G does not satisfy 
E 2)1,92,D8(A) in accordance with (7.2). Let dij , rnzi be the integers defined in 
Section 6, and choose notation so that llzsi = maxlGi,j& nzij and subject to 
this condition so that da, is maximum. 
LEMMA 7.3. 
(1) p, is p,-exceptional. 
(2) ?n13 -, rrzXl - 1. 
(3) Pz <Pl <P3- 
(4) ??ZZl < 4. 
Proof. Let PI be an SJA) subgroup contained in an Snl,,@) 
subgroup HI3 . Let D,(P,), D,(P,) be as defined immediately following (6.6). 
We argue that D,(P,) n II, # 1, f  or suppose it is not. Then [D2(Pl), 
D3(Pl)] = 1, since both are normal in PI . Since D,(P,) contains every element 
of order p, in Opl,(P,) = Op1(H13) which it centralizes, we have 
WY n %p13) == 1 
and therefore [D2(Pl), ODI(H,3)] = 1. It follows that D,(P,) acts faithfully on 
Op3(H13). By (2.7), D,(P,) acts faithfully on D1(P3), where P3 is an SD8(A) 
subgroup of H13. By (2.9), we get msl < tnr3, whence m,, = ml3 and 
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daE,, > d13 by our choice of notation. However this contradicts (2.3) so 
D,(P,) n D,(P,) + 1 as asserted. 
In particular, hypothesis (a) of (7.1) is satisfied with p = p, and 
o = ( p, ~ p, , p,}. I f  p, is pa-exceptional, then (6.8) implies that q1 = 1 and 
?nll > 2 contrary to our choice of notation, sop, is not pa-exceptional so that 
L,?(P,) = L(P,). But hypothesis (b) of (7.1) . is not satisfied because G does not 
satisfy E P1,D1,,J/l), so we conclude that p, is pa-exceptional, proving (I). 
Moreover, pa 7 / L(P) : &B(P)\ by (6.8, (5)) so we conclude further that 
p$lL(t) ;L,JP)I. In particular, p, I p,' - 1 by (6.8, (1)) so that pa < p, ) 
Since’p, ‘is pa-exceptional, OD1(H,,) is cyclic by (6.8, (2)). Therefore 
( D,(P,)I = p, so D&P,) c D,(P,). S’ mce D,(P,) has exponent p, it follows 
that D,(P,) n O,JH,,) = D,(P,) and therefore D,(P,)/D,(P,) acts faithfully 
on OB3W~d by (6.10). 
By (2.7) D,(P,)/D,(P,) acts faithfully on &(Pa) where Pa is an SPAA) 
subgroup of Hia . By (2.9) we get nzzl - 1 < IE(D,(P,)/D,(P,)) < nzi5 I 
proving (2). But by our choice of notation, we have 
and p, > 5, so that D,(P,)/D,(P,) is Abelian and p, < p, by (2.9). This 
proves (3). 
Let H,, be an S p1,,?(-J) subgroup containing PI then D,(P,j 4 H,, by 
construction. If  D,(P,) is non-Abelian then D,(P,) = D,(P,) 4 H,, . But 
D,(P,) a HI3 by construction, so we have (HI2 , HIS) $ B(N(D,(P,))). 
This implies that B(N(D,(P,))) contains an S,l,,,,g(S) subgroup contrary 
to (7.2). We conclude that D,(P,) is Abelian. Since D,(P,) a PI we have 
D,(P,) c Y(PJ by theorem B of Hall-Higman [7, p. 3591. Thus q1 < 4 
by (6.8, (3)). 
LEMMA 7.4. G does not exist. 
Proof. Continue the notation of the previous lemma, with Pa an S,JA) 
subgroup of HI, . Since p, is pa-exceptional we definitely have D1(P3) # 1; 
in fact O,l,(P,) = O,(H,,) is Abelian because by (5.4) it is inverted by some 
involution of g, so that Dl(P3) = 121(02)3(H13j) by definition. 
We argue that D1(P3) n D,(P,) + 1, for suppose it is not, and let Hz3 
be an %z.D3(-~) suk rou P containing P3 and an Sp2(A) subgroup P2 . We have 
[D,(P,j, Da(Pa)] = I.; so by (2.7), D1(P3) n ODS(Hy3j = 1. As in (7.3) this 
implies that [D1(P3), OQ3(H2JJ = 1 and therefore D1(P3) acts faithfully on 
09p(H23). By (2.7) D,(P,) acts faithfully on II,( By (2.9) we conclude that 
f%a < ma2 . But rrzia > ~zai - 1 > ms2 - 1 by (7.3, (2)) and our choice of 
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notation. Moreover, 5 < p, < pa by (7.3, (3)) so we get p, < pa by (2.9) 
contradicting (7.3, (3)). 
Now hypothesis (a) of (7.1) is satisfied with p = p, and cr = ( p, , p, , p3}. 
Since hypothesis (b) is not satisfied, we conclude thatp, is eitherp,-exceptional 
or pa-exceptional. By (7.3, (1)) and (6.8, (6)) we conclude that p3 is pa-excep- 
tional, so that 091g(H23) is cyclic by (6.8, (2)). Therefore 1 D,(Pa)/ = pa so 
Gd~s) c &Ps). s ince Dr(Pa) has exponent pa it follows that 
and therefore D1(Pa)/D2(Pa) acts faithfully on OJF3s,) by (6.10). 
By (2.7), D,(Pa)/D,(Pa) acts faithfully on D,(P,). Let t be the smallest 
integer such that pa 1 pa” - 1. Since ps < pa by (7.3, (3)) it follows that 
t > 3. Moreover, since Dr(Pa) is elementary Abelian, the degree of any 
faithful representation of &(Pa)/Da(Pa) over GF(p,) is a mutliple of 
tm(D,(Pa)/D,(Pa)). In particular, ms2 >, 3(m,, - 1). But rn3” < mar < 4 by 
(7.3, (4)) and our choice of notation. Moreover, ml3 and m,, are even by 
(6.8, (4)). We conclude that m,, = 2, ms2 = 4. However, ma, < my1 < m,, + 1 
by (7.3, (2)) d an our choice of notation. This contradiction completes the 
proof of the main theorem of this paper. 
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